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1981 Avanti that has been maintained “to the nines”, 
since day 1. This is probably the finest original 1981 on 
the planet.
I purchased this 1981 Avanti as a dealer to resell in 
about 1989. I don’t recall how many miles it had on it. 
I do recall how incredibly clean and maintained it was. 
You could tell it was pampered as it came with a front 
bra, sheepskin covers on the light gray leather Recaro 
seat and floor mats on top of the factory floor mats. This 
Avanti was about 8-9 years old, but would pass for 
new. The underside was as new,  you could tell 
it hadn’t seen any fowl weather. My wife, Betty 
wanted to keep it, so we did.
 A local gentleman, after months,  finally convinced 
Betty to sell him this very special 1981 Avanti. That 
was over 30 years ago. He absolutely loved this car 
and continued to maintain it “to the Nines” . When he 
passed away, I purchased it back for Betty from the 
family. It now has 95,000 miles on the odometer. Your 
best guess might be 5000-10,000 miles. It’s that nice 
and original. It basically had every available option that 
Avanti Motors offered.
The original special Mercedes Orient Red paint is still 
absolutely incredible. It has become thin in some spots 
from so much waxing over it’s 41 years. It does have 
some minor chips that have been brush touched and 
some other small minor blemishes. The chrome is excel-
lent with the exception of the drivers die cast chrome 
vent assembly, which has what I call weak chrome.

The most INCREDIBLE 1981 Avanti, on 
the Planet !!
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Why restore one, when you can 
buy an original that’s this nice !

The Eagle Ottawa light grey leather interior featuring light 
gray sued door and quarter panel inserts is in absolute 
incredible condition. The optional Italian Ash wood dash/
console is as new condition. This Avanti was ordered with 
just about every option available, including the very rare 
Blaupunkt CR-3001 am/fm w/cassette, extra large TS-694 
rear speakers, TS-107 front speakers and also has the very 
rare factory CB radio, with the CB electric antenna.
I replaced the power CB electric antenna with a facto-
ry replacements manual antenna, because this origi-
nal CB antenna are extremely rare that still work and 
it can be put back in for shows, in about 5 minutes. I 
replaced the original wire wheels back in about 1989 
with factory wire wheel covers because the wire wheels 
from about 1972-1982 were very, very prone to flat tires.
This Avanti had the catalytic converter removed, when I 
purchased it in about 1989. It has a muffler shop dual ex-
haust system on it. It comes with a N.O.S. Nostalgic Motor 
Cars aluminized exhaust system in the trunk. Your choice 
of glass pack or quiet tone mufflers.

$32,000.00

See our web site, for more/larger pictures, along with the 
Nostalgic’s Born Report

Call about other Avantis that I may have in stock
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